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Memorandum of Argument of the Respondents 
Petroleum Geo-Services Inc. ("PGS"), and Multi-Klient Invest AS ("MKI") 

PART I — OVERVIEW AND STATEMENT OF FACTS 

A. 	Overview: No Issues of Public Importance 

1. This case involves a regulatory process conducted to the highest standards. As the 

Federal Court of Appeal found, the Applicants were full participants in this process. 

They were consulted extensively and their concerns considered. The facts of this case 

raise no issues of public importance. 

2. The Respondents TGS-NOPEC Geophysical Company ASA ("TGS"), Petroleum Geo-

Services Inc. ("PGS"), and Multi-Klient Invest AS ("MKI") (together, the "Proponents") 

initiated the process at the National Energy Board (NEB) in April, 2010 for a Geophysical 

Operations Authorization (GOA). The Proponents required a GOA to conduct a 

proposed marine seismic survey in Baffin Bay and Davis Strait (the "Project"). 

3. Over the following four years, the NEB carried out a robust environmental assessment 

and review process. At the end of this process, the NEB concluded the Project was not 

likely to cause significant adverse environmental effects in light of the mitigation 

measures proposed by the Proponents. During the course of the environmental 

assessment process, the NEB also oversaw and facilitated extensive consultation with 

Aboriginal groups in relation to the Project. The Applicants actively participated in this 

process. The NEB issued a GOA to the Proponents, subject to 15 conditions, on June 

26, 2014. 

4. The Applicants have characterized the Application for Leave as an opportunity for this 

Court to clarify its previous jurisprudence with respect to the duty to consult. However, 

no such clarification is needed to decide this case. The Federal Court of Appeal applied 

settled law to the questions it was called on to consider.' 

5. The Federal Court of Appeal properly concluded that the extensive consultation that 

occurred throughout the NEB's process in granting a GOA, and resulting 

accommodation, met the requirements of section 35(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982,2  

Hamlet of Clyde River v. TGS-Nopec Geophysical Company ASA (TGS), 2015 FCA 179 ["Reasons for 
Decision"], Application for Leave to Appeal ["ALA"], Tab 2 (F). 

2  Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982 (UK), 1982, c 11. 
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thereby satisfying the honour of the Crown. The Applicants disagree. But their 

disagreement with the result does not give rise to issues of public importance. 

6. In cases like Haida Nation v British Columbia (Minister of Forests);3  Taku River Tlingit 

First Nation v British Columbia (Project Assessment Director);4  Rio Tinto Alcan Inc v 

Carrier Sekani Tribal Council;5  and Beckman v Little Salmon/Carmacks First Nation,6  

this Honourable Court not only laid the foundation for the duty to consult, but purposely 

left it up to the lower courts to adjudicate consultation issues contextually, on the 

particular facts of the cases before them. In telling comments, Chief Justice McLachlin 

explained in Haida that: 

Our task is the modest one of establishing a general framework 
for the duty to consult and accommodate, where indicated, before 
Aboriginal title or rights claims have been decided. As this 
framework is applied, courts, in the age-old tradition of the 
common law, will be called on to fill in the details of the duty to 
consult and accommodate.' 

7. This is exactly what the courts have done. The case law has established that the Crown 

owes a duty to consult Aboriginal groups whose rights and interests may be aaffected by 

proposed Crown conduct.°  Proponents, like the Respondents PGS and MKI, do not owe 

a constitutional duty to Aboriginal groups, but may do much of the on-the-ground work of 

consultation with those groups, depending on the nature of their application and the 

regulatory body considering it.°  

8. The processes and findings of regulatory bodies like the NEB can fulfill the consultation 

and accommodation requirements of Section 35(1).10  They may impose terms and 

conditions on project approvals that require Aboriginal rights and interests to be 

considered and their environmental and other concerns mitigated. This is a practical 

application of this Court's constitutional law to the regulatory / administrative setting. On 

3  Haida Nation v British Columbia (Minister of Forests),  2004 SCC 73 ["Haida"]. 
4  Taku River Tlingit First Nation v British Columbia (Project Assessment Director),  2004 SCC 74 ["Taku 

River"]. 
5  Rio Tinto Alcan Inc v Carrier Sekani Tribal Council,  2010 SCC 43 ["Rio Tinto"]. 
6  Beckman v Little Salmon/Carmacks First Nation,  2010 SCC 53 ["Little Salmon"]. 
7  Haida at para 11. 
8 Haida at para 10 and throughout. 
9 Haida at para 53. 

10  See e.g.  Brokenhead Ojibway Nation v Canada (Attorney General),  2009 FC 484 at para 25, discussed 
infra. 
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judicial review, courts assess these processes of consultation and related conclusions 

on a standard of reasonableness." 

9. All of this is well settled law, and this is the law applied by the Court below. There are no 

"cracks in the foundation" that this Court constructed in Haida. The existing legal 

principles have been applied consistently and with regard to the fact- and context-

sensitive nature of consultation. For all of these reasons, this case is not a "test case."12  

B. 	Background 

10. The Respondent, TGS, has set out in detail the factual background in this matter; PGS 

and MKI endorse its statement of the facts. Rather than repeat those facts, PGS and 

MKI will only correct certain areas of disagreement with the Applicants' statement of the 

facts. 

11. First, the Applicants state categorically that seismic testing is harmful to the health of 

marine mammals that live in Baffin Bay and Davis Strait. This is a dramatic over-

generalization and is not fact. The NEB's Environmental Assessment Report ("EA 

Report") concluded that concerns regarding potential environmental effects of the 

Project could be adequately mitigated.13  That finding was not disturbed on further 

review. 

12. Second, the Applicants state that "the Proponents were unable or unwilling to show that 

the Inuit rights and interests would be protected" and that the Proponents "were unwilling 

to meaningfully engage with members of the communities."14  Again, the Applicants 

ignore the four year-long process of consultation and study of potential environmental 

effects that concluded with the NEB's EA Report. The EA Report concluded that the 

Proponents had "meaningfully engaged with Aboriginal groups."15  

13. While true that the Proponents were not able in certain public meetings to respond 

immediately to the concerns of people present, it is incorrect to suggest they were never 

able to do so, or were unwilling to do so. As noted by the Federal Court of Appeal: 

11 Haida at para 62, discussed infra. 
12 Applicants' Memorandum at para 1. 
13 Environmental Assessment Report, ALA, Tab 2A, p. 11, 36-37; Reasons for Decision at para 86. 
14 Applicants' Memorandum at para 17. 
15 Reasons for Decision at para 86. 
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 Environmental Assessment Report, ALA, Tab 2A, p. 11, 36-37; Reasons for Decision at para 86. 
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 Applicants’ Memorandum at para 17. 
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The proponents' inability to answer questions at the Board's 
community meetings was the subject of the Board's letter of May 
31, 2013... This letter required the proponents to answer these 
questions. Subsequently, the Board accepted the adequacy of 
the proponents' responses.16  

	

14. 	Finally, the Applicants mischaracterize the findings of the Federal Court of Appeal in 

relation to the adequacy of the consultation in this case. The Applicants state that the 

Federal Court of Appeal found the duty to consult was met because "the process 

provided timely notice... required the proponents to provide information about the project 

and answer questions from Aboriginal groups; and because the Proponents changed 

one aspect of the project design as a result of 'community concerns.'"17  

	

15. 	This statement ignores the extensive discussion in the EA Report of the Proponents' 

consultation and engagement with Aboriginal groups, and the Federal Court of Appeal's 

extensive discussion of these activities over approximately six pages of its written 

Reasons for Decision.18  The Applicants' mischaracterization of these basic factual points 

discredits their case. 

PART II — STATEMENT OF QUESTIONS IN ISSUE 

	

16. 	The Application does not raise issues of public importance or national significance in 

accordance with the test for leave to appeal under section 40(1) of the Supreme Court 

Act. The Respondents PGS and MKI will address the specific issues labeled "B"19  and 

"C"26  in the Applicants' Memorandum: 

(i) How the duty to consult is discharged in the regulatory context; and 

(ii) The role of the reviewing court in duty to consult cases, including the 

proper standard of review. 

	

17. 	The Respondent, TGS, addresses the Applicants' remaining issues, arguing that: (i) the 

requirements of deep consultation, up to and including accommodation, are clear from 

the case law and were met here; (ii) the duty to consult and duties of procedural fairness 

in administrative law, while distinct, already work in concert; and (iii) this Application 

16 Reasons for Decision at para 89. 

17  Applicants' Memorandum at para 20. 
18 Reasons for Decision at paras 84-86. 

19  ALA, Tab 3, page 119. 

20  ALA, Tab 3, page 123. 
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does not present a matter ripe for appeal. PGS and MKI endorse and adopt those 

submissions. 

PART Ill — STATEMENT OF ARGUMENT 

A. 	The Duty to Consult Can be Properly Discharged Through the NEB's Process 

18. This Court has repeatedly stated that the consultation that occurs during regulatory 

review and authorization processes can fulfill what Section 35(1) requires in terms of 

consultation and accommodation. The Applicants agree this is settled law.21  

19. The Applicants suggest, however, that there is disagreement among lower courts 

regarding the application of the principles set out in Mikisew Cree First Nation v Canada 

(Minister of Canadian Heritage);22  Taku River, and Rio Tinto. With respect, the 

Applicants are incorrect. There is no inconsistency in the cases and no "fissure in [the] 

jurisprudence."23  The purported "fissure" is the product of the Applicants' dissatisfaction 

with the Federal Court of Appeal's decision on the facts of this case. 

20. To properly respond to the Applicants' argument, the PGS Respondents will first review 

the settled framework set out by the Supreme Court of Canada (the "foundation" the 

Applicants refer to), then its application to this case, and, finally, the cases cited by the 

Applicants. All three sections will show a consistent application of this Court's 

jurisprudence. 

a. 	The Settled Framework 

21. This case does not call for any clarification of the Supreme Court of Canada's earlier 

jurisprudence in relation to the duty to consult. This Court has been consistent in its 

statement of the duty to consult principles that apply where a regulatory body carries out 

procedural aspects of the duty to consult. 

21 Applicants' Memorandum at para 37. 
22  Mikisew Cree First Nation v Canada (Minister of Canadian Heritage),  2005 SCC 69 NikiseWl. 
23 Applicants' Memorandum at para 49. 
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21
 Applicants’ Memorandum at para 37. 

22
 Mikisew Cree First Nation v Canada (Minister of Canadian Heritage), 2005 SCC 69 [“Mikisew”]. 

23
 Applicants’ Memorandum at para 49. 

http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2005/2005scc69/2005scc69.html?autocompleteStr=mikisew%20cree%20first%20nation&autocompletePos=1
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22. As noted in the Federal Court of Appeal's Reasons for Decision, "it is now settled law 

that Parliament may choose to delegate procedural aspects of the duty to consult to a 

tribunal."24  

23. Rio Tinto presents four possibilities for the consultation-related role(s) that a tribunal or 

other regulatory body might play, depending on the applicable statutory scheme:25  

(i) The tribunal itself might be able to carry out consultation; (ii) the tribunal might be able 

to determine "whether adequate consultation has taken place"; (iii) the tribunal might be 

able to do both; or (iv) the tribunal might not be able to do either. The proper role of 

regulatory bodies "will depend on the statutory mandate...in the context of the application 

being considered."26  

24. Regarding the sufficiency of the consultation carried out by the regulatory body, it is the 

reasonableness of the process that matters.27  If "in substance" sufficient consultation 

has occurred,28  the reviewing court should uphold it as reasonable. A finding of 

reasonable consultation satisfies the honour of the Crown in its relationship with 

Aboriginal people. 

25. For example, in Taku River, this Court found that the Province's duty to consult the Taku 

River Tlingit First Nation about the proponent's plans to reopen a mine was satisfied 

through the process under the BC Environmental Assessment Act. The Court was able 

to make this finding based on its determination that: 

(a) the First Nation fully participated in the process carried out under the BC 

Environmental Assessment Act;29  

(b) Taku River Tlingit First Nation's "concerns were adequately accommodated" 

through the mitigation recommendations that "were adopted into the terms and 

conditions of certification";36  and 

24  Reasons for Decision at para 43. 

25  Rio Tinto at paras 56-58. 
26 See e.g. Keith Bergner, "The Crown's Duty to Consult and the Role of the Energy Regulator" (2014) 2 

Energy Regulation Quarterly 15 at 37; footnotes omitted ["Bergner"], TAB 2. Bergner refers to "energy 
regulators" but it is submitted that his comments apply equally to the COGOA context. 

27  Haida at para 62;  Adam v Canada (Environment),  2014 FC 1185 ["Adam"] at para 66. 
28 Little Salmon at para 39. 
29 Taku River at para 40. 
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http://canlii.ca/t/gfq1q
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(c) 	consultation, and potentially accommodation, would continue as the project 

moved into subsequent phases.31  

b. 	The Settled Framework Was Applied In This Case 

26. The Federal Court of Appeal applied this Court's principled approach here; the Reasons 

for Decision do not demonstrate any confusion or inconsistencies in the law. 

27. This case would fall into the third Rio Tinto category: the NEB, through the process it 

followed and the conditions it imposed, discharged the Crown's duty to consult. The 

Crown had indeed taken the view, as it had done in many other cases, that its duty was 

fulfilled and its honour upheld through the NEB procedure.32  

28. The Federal Court of Appeal recognized that the NEB's process is "designed to ensure 

that it has sufficient evidence about the possible impact of a project upon Aboriginal 

people, the extent affected Aboriginal groups have been consulted and the extent their 

concerns have been addressed, or are still outstanding."33  It noted that the NEB requires 

proponents to engage and consult with potentially affected Aboriginal groups.34  

29. As such, the NEB is well-situated to determine the extent to which consultation is 

required, and to make an ongoing assessment as to whether consultation has been 

sufficient in the circumstances. As noted by one commentator, "This is entirely 

consistent with the principles established by the Court's decision in Carrier Sekani [i.e. 

Rio Tinto]."35  

30. The Federal Court of Appeal summarized its findings regarding the NEB's mandate and 

process at para. 64 of the Reasons for Decision before concluding as follows at para. 

65: 

[65] 	When these facts are read together, and when they are 
applied to the principles articulated in Rio Tinto and Taku River, I 
conclude that the Board has a mandate to engage in a 
consultation process such that the Crown may rely on that 

30 Taku River at para 44. 
31  Taku River at para 46. 
32  Reasons for Decision at para 63; Letter from Minister Valcourt dated June 10, 2014, ALA, Tab 6C. 
33  Reasons for Decision at para 65. 
34  Reasons for Decision at para 62. 
35  Bergner at 51; footnotes omitted. 
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 Taku River at para 44. 

31
 Taku River at para 46. 

32
 Reasons for Decision at para 63; Letter from Minister Valcourt dated June 10, 2014, ALA, Tab 6C. 

33
 Reasons for Decision at para 65. 

34
 Reasons for Decision at para 62. 

35
 Bergner at 51; footnotes omitted. 
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process to meet, at least in part, its duty to consult with Aboriginal 
peoples. Of course, when the Crown relies on the Board's 
process, in every case it will be necessary for the Crown to assess 
if additional consultation activities or accommodation is required in 
order to satisfy the honour of the Crown. 

31. The Court therefore applied established principles in determining that the NEB had a 

mandate to engage in consultation on behalf of the Crown, and concluding that the 

Crown was justified in relying on the NEB to meet its duty to consult. 

32. Although this principle is well settled, the Applicants take issue with its application here 

in two ways. First, the Applicants suggest that it is insufficient for the Crown to rely on a 

regulator's review process unless the regulator is "statutorily empowered to act as a 

Crown agent."36  In this case, the Federal Court of Appeal found, as noted above, that 

the NEB had a mandate to carry out consultative functions on behalf of the Crown. If the 

Applicants' concept of Crown "agency" requires anything more formal than this they cite 

no authority for it. 

33. Second, the Applicants imply proper consultation could not have occurred because, after 

assessing the NEB's consultative process, the Court did not consider "what... the Crown 

did to evaluate whether the NEB's process was sufficient to discharge the duty to 

consult..."37  With respect, this is an elevation of form over substance. 

34. Here, the Federal Court of Appeal not only confirmed that the NEB had a mandate to 

carry out consultation on behalf of the Crown, but also assessed the substance of the 

consultation carried out through the NEB's process. The Federal Court of Appeal noted 

that "what is required is a commitment to a meaningful process of consultation..."38  The 

Court then reviewed the NEB's consultation in detail39  and found it to be in substance 

sufficient to afford "meaningful consultation."46  The Court found that the GOA Terms 

and Conditions "provide a reasonable degree of accommodation."'" 

35. Whether the Crown conducted a review of the NEB's process to determine whether its 

duty to consult was discharged is irrelevant to the question of whether consultation took 

36 Applicants' Memorandum at para 47. 

37  Applicants' Memorandum at para. 20. 
38 Reasons for Decision at para 47. Emphasis added. 
39 Reasons for Decision at paras 83-98. 

40  Reasons for Decision at para 100. 

41  Reasons for Decision at para 100. 
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place in substance. To require a formal, public review of the NEB's process by the 

Crown would be to impose a "check-the-box" exercise of the type that the Applicants 

themselves decry in their submissions.42  

36. Finally, the PGS Respondents note a further well-established principle from the case law 

that was recognized by the Federal Court of Appeal in this case, namely that approval of 

a project is not the end of the road for consultation and accommodation. This principle 

recognizes the iterative nature of consultation as a method to achieve reconciliation.43  

37. Again, the Proponents' Project is no different. The conditions imposed by the NEB 

require the Proponents to (among others) file an IQ study each season; prepare an 

annual Marine Mammal Observer report; conduct Project update meetings in interested 

communities following each operational season; and report to the NEB with meeting 

minutes on concerns raised and how they will be addressed." The Proponents' efforts 

will be ongoing and meaningful, as they have been to date. 

38. The Federal Court of Appeal applied settled principles in its assessment of the 

consultation and accommodation that occurred in this case. It assessed the sufficiency 

of the consultation process by examining its substance. The Court was not breaking new 

ground, and neither was the NEB. In the result, the Court properly found that the NEB 

was following its proper and constitutionally respectful process in reviewing the Project. 

c. 	No "Cracks in the Foundation" 

39. The Applicants suggest that the settled framework discussed above is being applied 

haphazardly, and that this inconsistency calls for this Court to provide direction. The 

purported "inconsistency" identified by the Applicants can be explained with one word: 

facts. 

40. The cases cited by the Applicants—the "two distinct lines of authority"—show a 

consistent application of this Court's guiding principles to particular facts, involving 

different kinds of projects, different statutory regimes, different regulatory bodies, and 

different consultation histories and requirements. As Bergner notes: "It is easy to fall into 

error when attempting to transport the findings of one case (dealing with a different piece 

42  Applicants' Memorandum at paras 42-43. 
43  See e.g. Taku River at para 46; Adam at para 78. 
44  GOA Letter and Terms and Conditions dated June 26, 2014, ALA, Tab 2(A), pages 7-9. 
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 See e.g. Taku River at para 46; Adam at para 78. 
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of legislation, a different decision-making structure and/or a different type of applicant) to 

another situation."45  

41. The Applicants suggest that the "first line" of cases they identify is correct." Those were 

cases where breaches of the duty to consult were found: Dene Tha' First Nation v 

Canada (Minister of Environment);47  Ka'a'Gee Tu First Nation v Canada (Attorney 

General);48  and Yellowknives Dene First Nation v Canada (Attorney General).49  They 

argue that the "second line" of cases—where, not coincidentally, no breach was found—

is incorrect.5°  

42. There is a simple way to reconcile these authorities. They are contextually sensitive 

decisions that are closely tied to their own facts, within the broader legal framework that 

this Court has constructed. 

43. Dene Tha' was a case about the Mackenzie Gas Pipeline — an "enormous and complex" 

project51  unlike the marine seismic survey at issue here. The Ministers initially took the 

position that there was no duty to consult. The Court found that their eventual minimal 

efforts—"a single media release...inviting public consultation" on the structure of the 

review processes and "a 24-hour deadline" to respond—were "too little, too late."52  

44. Dene Tha' therefore stands in stark contrast to this case, where consultation was an 

integral part of the NEB process and the Proponents' efforts from the beginning and will 

continue going forward as a result of the conditions of the GOA. The unique and distinct 

fact scenarios in Dene Tha' and this case underscore the need to be sensitive to facts 

and context, in accordance with the broad guidance this Court has already laid down. 

45  Bergner at 40-41; footnotes omitted. See also 42. 
46 Applicants' Memorandum at para 39. 

47  Dene Tha' First Nation v Canada (Minister of Environment),  2006 FC 1354 ["Dene Thal at paras 118-
119, aff'd 2008 FCA 20. 

48  Ka'a'Gee Tu First Nation v Canada (Attorney General),  2007 FC 763 ["Ka'a'Gee"] at paras 123-124, 
131. 

49  Yellowknives Dene First Nation v Canada (Attorney General),  2010 FC 1139 at paras 113-115 
["Yellowknives (2010)"]. Justice Phelan, the Judge in Yellowknives Dene, was also the Judge in Dene 
Tha'. 

50 As summarized in the Applicants' Memorandum at footnote 45. 
51  Dene Tha' at para 15. 

52  Dene Tha' at para 4. 
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45. Ka'a'Gee is another example of contextually applying the established jurisprudence. The 

Applicants in their submissions ignore the Court's full comments on whether and how a 

statutory review process might fulfill consultation requirements. The Applicants note that 

"the Crown's duty to consult cannot be boxed in by legislation."53  They neglect to include 

the following sentence: "...That is not to say that engaging in a statutory process may 

never discharge the duty to consult."54  

46. The Court in Ka'a'Gee went on to state that, although a regulatory review process had 

been found to satisfy the Crown's duty to consult in other cases, "The circumstances 

here are different...  The manner in which the consult to modify process was 

implemented in this case,  for reasons expressed herein, failed to fulfill the Crown's duty 

to consult and was inconsistent with the honour of the Crown"55  

47. As can be seen, the result in Ka'a'Gee stemmed from the particular context of the case, 

most notably the fact that the applicants there had been excluded from certain decision-

making as part of a "consult to modify" process.56  The Court stated that: "The consult to 

modify process, in the circumstances of this case, essentially allowed the Crown to 

unilaterally change the outcome of what was arguably, until that point, a meaningful 

process of consultation" (emphasis added).57  The Court was not making a once-and-for-

all legal statement about how the duty to consult can or cannot be discharged during 

regulatory review; rather, it was considering how the review unfolded on the facts. In any 

event, the Applicants in this case were certainly not excluded from the NEB's review of 

the Project. 

48. Yellowknives (2010) was another case where the affected First Nations were completely 

excluded, during the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board's consideration of a 

mining company's application for a land use permit. The Court accepted the evidence of 

the First Nations' affiants that they "were never contacted" by the Board or "any 

53  Applicants' Memorandum at para 42. 

54  Ka'a'Gee at para 122 

55  Ka'a'Gee at para 122, emphasis added. 

56  Ka'a'Gee at paras 80-87, 120. 

57  Ka'a'Gee at para 120; emphasis added. 
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government department"58  so had no opportunity to make their concerns known and 

potentially influence the Board's decision-making. 

49. The Court in Yellowknives (2010) properly appreciated that "the Crown can rely on the 

actions of others in assessing whether the duty to consult had been discharged." The 

real issue was on the facts, particularly that the Crown and the Board "wrongly 

considered" the alleged consultation to be adequate and that the junior mining company 

involved had "cut off negotiations at the first offer."59  There was no structured, 

comprehensive process like the one before the NEB in this case, and no engagement 

from the proponents as there was here. 

50. More recently, in Yellowknives Dene First Nation v Canada (Aboriginal Affairs and 

Northern Development)—a decision from the Applicants' so-called "second line of 

cases',6 °—the Federal Court of Appeal stated that it "is now settled law that Parliament 

may choose to delegate procedural aspects of the duty to consult to a tribunal."61  The 

Court accepted that the "extent or content of the duty of consultation is fact specific," and 

on the facts of the case, the duty to consult could be, and was, discharged through the 

process of the Mackenzie Valley Environmental Impact Review Board.62  

51. This result may have been unsatisfactory to the First Nation in that case, and to the 

Applicants here. But the fact that the Federal Court and Federal Court of Appeal have 

reached different conclusions after applying a legal test to varied facts does not create a 

"fissure" in the jurisprudence.63  

52. Brokenhead Ojibway Nation v Canada (Attorney General) represents a further example 

of the common-sense application of the Rio Tinto principles to a robust consultation 

process before the NEB. It is not an unconstitutional break with the law as the 

58  Yellowknives (2010) at para 46. See also para 98 and paras 109-114. 

59  Yellowknives (2010) at paras 94-96. 
60 Applicants' Memorandum at para 49. 

61  Yellowknives Dene First Nation v Canada (Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development),  2015 FCA 
148 at para 55 ["Yellowknives (2015)"]. 

82  Yellowknives (2015) at paras 49-50, 54-55, 60-68. 
63 Applicants' Memorandum at para 49. 
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Applicants would have it.64  The Court made the following pragmatic (and correct) 

comments in Brokenhead: 

[25] ...the Crown may fairly consider the opportunities for 
Aboriginal consultation that are available within the existing  
processes for regulatory or environmental review... Those review 
processes may be sufficient to address Aboriginal concerns, 
subject always to the Crown's overriding duty to consider their 
adequacy in any particular situation. This is not a delegation of the 
Crown's duty to consult but only one means by which the Crown  
may be satisfied that Aboriginal concerns have been heard and,  
where appropriate, accommodated.... 

[26] The NEB process appears well-suited to address  
mitigation, avoidance and environmental issues that are site or  
project specific. The record before me establishes that the specific 
project concerns of the Aboriginal groups who were consulted by 
the corporate Respondents or who made representations to the 
NEB (including, to some extent, the Treaty One First Nations) 
were well-received and largely resolved.65  

53. 	Similarly, Standing Buffalo Dakota First Nation v Enbridge Pipelines Inc,66  which the 

Applicants submit was wrongly decided,67  was yet another contextual application of the 

Rio Tinto approach. The Federal Court of Appeal noted that the NEB conducted a 

process focused on the specific applicant in question and in the context of the specific 

project under review.68  The Federal Court of Appeal elaborated: 

The process focuses on the applicant, on whom the NEB imposes 
broad consultation obligations. The applicant must consult with  
Aboriginal groups, determine their concerns and attempt to  
address them, failing which the NEB can impose accommodative  
requirements. In my view, this process ensures that the applicant 
for the Project approval has due regard for existing Aboriginal  
rights that are recognized and affirmed in subsection 35(1) of 
the Constitution. And, in ensuring that the applicant respects such 
Aboriginal rights, in my view, the NEB demonstrates that it is 
exercising its decision-making function in accordance with the 
dictates of subsection 35(1) of the Constitution.69  

64  Brokenhead Ojibway Nation v Canada (Attorney General),  2009 FC 484 ["Brokenhead']. 
65  Brokenhead at paras 25-26, footnotes omitted, emphasis added. 
66  Standing Buffalo Dakota First Nation v Enbridge Pipelines Inc,  2009 FCA 308, leave to appeal to SCC 

refused 2010 CanLII 70737 (SCC). 
67  Applicants' Memorandum at para 58. 
68  Standing Buffalo at para 40. 
69  Standing Buffalo at para 40. 
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54. The Federal Court of Appeal concluded that the process overseen by the NEB "provides 

a practical and efficient framework within which the Aboriginal group can request 

assurances with respect to the impact of the particular project on the matters of concern 

to it...''m  

55. In light of his discussion of Standing Buffalo, Bergner gives a "straightforward" response 

to questions about the role of regulators in consultation: 

Some have asked how the process of the Energy Regulator that 
does not play the role of consulting or adjudicating the adequacy 
of consultation can then subsequently be relied on by the Crown 
to discharge (in whole or in part) the Crown's duty to consult. The 
answer is quite straightforward. If the tribunal is not charged with 
consulting and/or assessing the adequacy of Crown consultation, 
the process before, and the decision of, an Energy Regulator may 
nevertheless assist the Crown in meeting its obligation to act 
honourably if the Energy Regulator's statutory mandate requires it 
to have sufficient regard to First Nation interests in the 
circumstances. The process of an Energy Regulator can provide 
significant procedural support by ensuring that First Nations are 
provided with: 

a. adequate notice of a proposal; 

b. all necessary information in a timely way; 

c. the opportunity to engage in direct consultation with the 
applicant and/or attend regulatory hearings proceedings 
and lead or elicit evidence; 

d. an opportunity to express their interests and concerns 
through submissions to the Energy Regulator; and 

e. having those submissions given full, fair and serious 
consideration in the formulation of a decision, 
recommendation and/or conditions to be imposed on the 
project. 

These elements assist in fulfilling the requirements of the Crown's 
duty. If properly conducted, the process of an Energy Regulator 
can provide these elements and assist in maintaining the honour 
of the Crown. In some circumstances, this process may be 
enough on its own to support a Crown decision; however, in some 
cases more may be required.71  

70  Standing Buffalo at para 44. 

71  Bergner at 48; footnotes omitted. 
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56. Notably, a majority of the Federal Court of Appeal in Chippewas of the Thames First 

Nation v Enbridge Pipelines Inc recently reaffirmed Standing Buffalo and its consistency 

with Rio Tinto, remarking on the "largely factual" nature of whether an applicable duty to 

consult has been fulfilled.72  

57. The Applicants' argument creates an artificial "fissure" in the case law by ignoring the 

facts and context of each case discussed. They have selectively extracted statements 

from the case law to support their arguments, without paying due attention to the full text 

and meaning of each decision. This Court has established the broad principles and it is 

up to the lower courts to apply them on particular facts, which is exactly what the Federal 

Court of Appeal properly did in this case. 

58. The present matter is but one example of the NEB making a particularized, project-

based decision, and the Federal Court of Appeal performing its common role as a 

judicial review court. Given the vast array of regulatory bodies and review processes in 

this country, this Court's general principles are best applied on a fact-specific basis, as 

has been done here. 

B. 	Role of the Reviewing Court 

59. The Applicants seek leave to clarify the role of the reviewing court in assessing whether 

the tribunal has conducted a duty-to-consult analysis consistent with the honour of the 

Crown.73  

a. 	The Proper Analytical Framework Already Exists 

60. The Applicants argue, first, that there is an unresolved "controversy" regarding whether 

or not a reviewing court must undertake a "Haida analysis" (i.e., inquire into whether a 

duty to consult was owed, the content of that duty, and whether the duty was 

discharged). This again represents a desire on the part of the Applicants to elevate form 

over function. 

61. The Applicants deny that their request for tribunals and regulatory bodies to apply a 

"Heide analysis" is "formalistic."74  However, it is difficult to see what it would have added 

to the process here or how it would have changed the result. 

72  Chippewas of the Thames First Nation v Enbridge Pipelines Inc,  2015 FCA 222 ["Chippewas First 
Nation"] at paras 39-49. 

73  Applicants' Memorandum at para 51. 
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62. In this case the Federal Court of Appeal found that the NEB was statutorily mandated to 

carry out consultative functions on behalf of the Crown and that its process "is designed 

to ensure that it has sufficient evidence about the possible impact of a project upon 

Aboriginal people."78  The NEB considered at length the consultation undertaken by the 

Proponents,76  and undertook consultation steps itself in the form of meetings with 

various communities in the summer of 2013. The NEB suspended the process of issuing 

the GOA until it was satisfied that the Proponents had responded adequately to the 

concerns of Aboriginal groups!' The NEB ultimately concluded, after conducting a 

thorough review of the facts, that Aboriginal groups had actively participated in the 

process, and that the Proponents had meaningfully engaged with Aboriginal groups.78  

63. The majority in Chippewas First Nation recently confirmed that the NEB process (albeit 

in the pipeline context) can reach the same result of addressing Aboriginal communities' 

concerns as Haida consultations directly with the Crown: "In other words, it should not 

matter whether a problem is solved in the Board's consultation process or the Crown's 

Haida duty consultation process."78  This Court should not grant leave to order that the 

NEB needs to apply a three-part test when it is already doing the practical work that the 

test requires.8°  

64. The Applicants also argue that "...where s. 35 rights and the duty to consult are at stake, 

the ordinary administrative law paradigm is not sufficient."81  PGS and MKI disagree with 

the Applicants, and agree with the submissions of its co-Respondent TGS on this point —

the two areas of law already work in concert. They also share reasonableness review as 

their standard of review for fact-based administrative decisions. 

65. The Applicants suggest that Justice Stratas "lamented"82  the development of the duty to 

consult "as a special body of law" in Canada v Long Plain First Nation. However, Justice 

Stratas was not "lamenting" at all, as he went on to say: "To me, however, administrative 

74  Applicants' Memorandum at para 59. 

75  Reasons for Decision para 64. 

76  Reasons for Decision paras 84-86. 

77  NEB Letter dated May 31, 2013, TGS Respondents' Record, TAB 2(B). 

78  Reasons for Decision at para 86. 

79  Chippewas First Nation at para 63. 
80  Standing Buffalo at para 44. 

81  Applicants' Memorandum at para 55. 
82  Applicants' Memorandum at para 24. 
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law remains relevant and the special body of law developed by the Supreme Court is 

consistent with it."83  The intersection between administrative law and the law on 

consultation has already been worked out in a way that incorporates principles from 

both. There is no need for a new analytical approach. 

b. 	The Standards of Review are Clear 

66. The applicable standards of review of consultation questions remain those outlined in 

Haida and Rio Tinto, which the Court below properly recognized, repeating what 

Canadian courts have consistently said for more than a decade: 

[34] 	Questions as to the existence of the duty to consult and 
the extent or content of the duty are legal questions, reviewable 
on the standard of correctness. The consultation process and the 
adequacy of consultation is a question of mixed fact and law, 
reviewable on the standard of reasonableness (Haida Nation v. 
British 	Columbia 	(Minister of Forests), 2004 	SCC 
73 (CanLII), [2004] 3 S.C.R. 511, at paragraph 61-62; and, Rio 
Tinto Alcan Inc. v. Carrier Sekani Tribal Council, 2010 SCC 
43 (CanLII), [2010] 2 S.C.R. 650, at paragraph 64). 

67. The cases that the Applicants cite follow this guidance, demonstrating that there is no 

need for clarification because the law is already clear.84  Lower courts are heeding this 

Court's direction and applying the appropriate standards of review. 

68. The standards of review make sense from a purposive perspective as well. Much of the 

case law addressing the adequacy of consultation must be based on the particular facts 

of each case: given this heavily contextual assessment, how could review be anything 

other than reasonableness?85  

69. The issues presented are not of public importance. This Court has already constructed a 

firm and principled foundation for consultation. This case involved a straightforward 

application of those principles, "in the age-old tradition of the common law."86  

83  Canada v Long Plain First Nation,  2015 FCA 177 at para 107. 

84  Dene Tha' at paras 93-94; Ka'a'Gee at paras 91-93; Brokenhead at paras 17-18, 31; Yellowknives 
(2010) at para 68; Yellowknives (2015) at paras 46-47; Long Plain at paras 84-86. 

85  Mikisew at para 63. 
86 Haida at para 11. 
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PART IV — SUBMISSIONS CONCERNING COSTS 

70. The Respondents PGS and MKI seek their costs on this Application in the ordinary 

course. 

PART V — ORDER SOUGHT 

71. For all of these reasons, the Respondents PGS and MKI respectfully request that this 

Court deny the Application for Leave to Appeal, with costs. 

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED 

Signed: November 23, 2015 

STEWART McKELVEY 

Nancy G. Rubin, Q.C. 
Counsel for the Respondents, 
PGS and MKI 
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PART VII — CONSTITUTIONAL & STATUTORY PROVISIONS 

PROVISIONS CITED AT PARAS 

Constitution Act, 1982,  being Schedule B to 1; throughout 
the Canada Act 1982 (UK), 1982, c 11, s 35 

35. (1) The existing aboriginal and treaty rights 
of the aboriginal peoples of Canada are 
hereby recognized and affirmed. 

(2) In this Act, "aboriginal peoples of Canada" 
includes the Indian, Inuit and MOtis peoples of 
Canada. 

(3) For greater certainty, in subsection (1) 
"treaty rights" includes rights that now exist by 
way of land claims agreements or may be so 
acquired. 

(4) Notwithstanding any other provision of this 
Act, the aboriginal and treaty rights referred to 
in subsection (1) are guaranteed equally to 
male and female persons. 

*** 

35. (1) Les droits existants — ancestraux ou 
issus de traitOs — des peuples autochtones du 
Canada sont reconnus et confirmOs. 

(2) Dans 	la 	prOsente 	loi, 	« 	peuples 
autochtones 	du 	Canada 	h 	s'entend 
notamment des Indiens, des Inuit et des MOtis 
du Canada. 

(3) Il est entendu que sont compris parmi les 
droits issus de trait6s, dont it est fait mention 
au paragraphe (1), les droits existants issus 
d'accords sur des revendications territoriales 
ou ceux susceptibles d'être ainsi acquis. 

(4) IndOpendamment de toute autre disposition 
de la prOsente loi, les droits — ancestraux ou 
issus de traitOs — vises au paragraphe (1) 
sont garantis Ogalement aux personnes des 
deux sexes. (96) 
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PROVISIONS CITED AT PARAS 

Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B to 
the Canada Act 1982 (UK), 1982, c 11, s 35 

35. (1) The existing aboriginal and treaty rights 
of the aboriginal peoples of Canada are 
hereby recognized and affirmed. 

(2) In this Act, “aboriginal peoples of Canada” 
includes the Indian, Inuit and Métis peoples of 
Canada. 

(3) For greater certainty, in subsection (1) 
“treaty rights” includes rights that now exist by 
way of land claims agreements or may be so 
acquired. 

 (4) Notwithstanding any other provision of this 
Act, the aboriginal and treaty rights referred to 
in subsection (1) are guaranteed equally to 
male and female persons.  

*** 

35. (1) Les droits existants — ancestraux ou 
issus de traités — des peuples autochtones du 
Canada sont reconnus et confirmés. 

(2) Dans la présente loi, « peuples 
autochtones du Canada » s’entend 
notamment des Indiens, des Inuit et des Métis 
du Canada. 

(3) Il est entendu que sont compris parmi les 
droits issus de traités, dont il est fait mention 
au paragraphe (1), les droits existants issus 
d’accords sur des revendications territoriales 
ou ceux susceptibles d’être ainsi acquis. 

(4) Indépendamment de toute autre disposition 
de la présente loi, les droits — ancestraux ou 
issus de traités — visés au paragraphe (1) 
sont garantis également aux personnes des 
deux sexes. (96) 
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